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stablished by professional actors
Steven Brough and Melanie
Nicholson in 1995, Dramanon has
become a leading provider of
drama based learning and corporate training in the UK. The company has
built up an enviable client base over the last
19 years, running numerous different training programmes, enlivening input and key
messages at conference level and developing
and producing training and marketing films
for many clients.
Dramanon has applied its use of forum theatre
within a vast array of industrial and commercial settings including The Police and Fire services, Councils
and NHS Trusts alongside law firms, banking and
insurance, retailers, construction, transport services,
universities, utility and facility joint ventures and
pharmaceutical companies. The company is currently working closely with National Grid, EDF
Energy and London Overground with a focus on
improving both health and safety and the customer
experience.
An exciting range of products and services are
on offer including one to one role-play, forum theatre, assessment, evaluation, consultation and full
development from ideas to practical administration.

In addition, Dramanon can provide a full design
process for a poster campaign, workbooks for training, full online film production and distribution,
alongside conventional training approaches and its
own bespoke learning models.
Dramanon has had success lowering the industry standard Afr rate within the facilities industry for
EON and Scottish Power. Indeed, the company won
two Shelt awards for Carillion at the Media Hub on
the London 2012 Olympic Park in 2011/12 for most
affective training.
Crucially, Dramanon works closely with each
client to develop real depth to the learning experience and from this it creates very believable scenarios that truly reflect an organisation’s behavioural
and procedural issues. This is not the usual, formulaic corporate training: at Dramanon the use of theatre, role-play and film is used to deliver compelling,
engaging, game-changing training.
Dramanon has found that attendees will retain
what they have seen played out in front of them for
far longer than with traditional chalk and board training. Research has been done on retention of learning
from varying types of training modules and the use
of forum style theatre where reflective and observational skills are tested with a very practical interactive
training environment often comes out on top.
Highlighting the success of Dramanon’s methods, a recent behavioural based safety programme
was run for a large multi-national utilities company
resulting in a lowering of the accident frequency
rate supporting the drive towards Target Zero.
Elsewhere, a construction company employed
Dramanon to run its Health and Safety workshops.
97% of those involved said that attending was a
good use of their time, and 98% would recommend
the course to a colleague. Furthermore, in the four
months following training the company has had no
single health and safety incident reported.
And, Dramanon is currently shortlisted for an
award in 2014 with Morrison Utility Services, for an
innovative way of supporting the environment and
safety on site. Two real situations were developed
into a television production style training film. The
action took place on site, at employee’s homes and
in the courtroom where the drama developed into
a detailed analysis of what would happen if there
had been a serious breach of process. Each course
attendee was given a work-book and were able to
re-look at what should have happened in both
examples.
Founder Steven Brough says, “There is a moral
duty to engage all employees and management in
the health and safety issue but it also makes commercial sense. Potential litigation, site disruption and
sick leave result in lost working time, a drop in productivity (and potentially with that penalty payments) and wasted management effort. Training
which is powerful and memorable, even fun, can
really take the chore out of health and safety instruction and ensure that staff comply willingly with both
legal and company requirements.”
dramanon.co.uk
Tel: 01753 647795
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